In this paper, the bending and free flexural vibration behaviour of sandwich plates with carbon nanotube (CNT) reinforced facesheets are investigated using QUAD-8 shear flexible element developed based on higher-order structural theory. This theory accounts for the realistic variation of the displacements through the thickness, and the possible discontinuity in slope at the interface, and the thickness stretch affecting the transverse deflection. The in-plane and rotary inertia terms are considered in the formulation. The governing equations obtained using Lagrange's equation of motions are solved for static and dynamic analyses considering a sandwich plate with homogeneous core and CNT reinforced face sheets. The accuracy of the present formulation is tested considering the problems for which solutions are available. A detailed numerical study is carried out based on various higher-order models deduced from the present theory to examine the influence of the volume fraction of the CNT, core-to-face sheet thickness and the plate thickness ratio on the global/local response of different sandwich plates.
Introduction
Engineered materials, mostly inspired from nature have been replacing the conventional materials due to their high strength-to-and stiffness-to-weight ratios. Among the various structural constructions, the sandwich type of structures are more attractive due to its outstanding bending rigidity, low specific weight, excellent vibration characteristics and good fatigue properties. These sandwich constructions can be considered for the requirement of light weight and high bending stiffness in design by appropriate choice of materials. The response of such structures depends on the bonding characteristics. A typical sandwich structure may consist of a homogeneous core with face sheets. To improve the characteristics, the face sheets can be laminated composites [1] , functionally graded materials [2] or polymer matrix with reinforcements [3] . Recent introduction of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) as reinforcement has attracted researchers to investigate the responses of such structures [4] . Experimental investigations show that the CNTs have extraordinary mechanical properties than those of carbon fibers [5] . The CNTs are seen as promising reinforcement for sandwich face sheets. Thostenson and Chou [6] showed that the addition of nanotubes increases the tensile modulus, yield strength and ultimate strengths of the polymer films. Their study has also showed that the polymer films with aligned nanotubes as reinforcements yield superior strength to randomly oriented nanotubes. The properties of the polymer films can also be optimized by varying the distribution of CNTs through the thickness of the film. Moreover, Formica et al., [7] highlighted that the CNT reinforced plates can be be tailored to respond to an external excitation. This has generated interest among researchers. For predicting the realistic behaviour of sandwich structures, more accurate analytical/numerical models based on the three-dimensional models may be computationally involved and expensive. Hence, among the researchers, there is a growing appreciation of the importance of applying two-dimensional theories with new kinematics for the evolution of the accurate structural analysis. Various structural theories proposed for the laminated structures have been examined and some of the important contributions pertaining to the sandwich laminated plates are discussed here.
Based on the first-order shear deformation theory, Zhu et al., [8] studied the static and free vibration of CNT reinforced plates. They considered polymer matrix with CNT reinforcement, neglecting the temperature effects. It was predicted that the CNT volume fraction has greater influence on the fundamental frequency and the maximum center deflection. Wang and Shen [9] studied the large amplitude vibration of nanocomposite plates resting on elastic foundation using a perturbation technique. The governing equations were based on higher-order shear deformation theory and the composite plates were reinforced with carbon nanotubes. Their study brought out that while the linear frequencies decrease with the addition of CNTs, the nonlinear to linear frequency ratio increased, especially when increasing the temperature or by decreasing the foundation stiffness. Arani et al., [10] , Liew et al., [11] and Lei et al. , [12] studied the buckling and post-buckling characteristics of CNT reinforced plates using the finite element method and meshless methods, respectively. It was shown that the reinforcement with CNT increasing the load carrying capacity of the plate. Aragh et al., [13] used generalized differential quadrature and obtained a semi-analytical solution for 3D vibration of cylindrical panels. It was shown that graded CNTs with symmetric distribution through the thickness have high capabilities to alter the natural frequencies when compared to the uniformly distributed or asymmetrically distributed.
It is observed from these investigations that first-order shear deformation theory has been widely employed by many researchers whereas higher-order model considering variation in in-plane displacements has been used by few authors for the analysis of CNT reinforced plates. However, the available literature pertaining to sandwich structures with CNT reinforced face sheets is rather limited compared to plates. Also, to the authors knowledge, the theories accounting the variation of in-plane displacement through the thickness, and the possible discontinuity in slope at the interface, and the thickness stretch affecting transverse deflection is not exploited while investigating the structural behavior of CNT reinforced sandwich structures. A layerwise theory is the possible candidature for this purpose, but it may be computationally expensive as the number of unknowns to be solved increases with increase in the number of mathematical or physical layers. Ali et al., [14] and Ganapathi and Makhecha [15] have used an alternative higher-order plate theory based on global approach, for multi-layered laminated composites by incorporating the realistic through the thickness approximations of the in-plane and transverse displacements by adding a zig-zag function and higher-order terms, respectively. This formulation has proved to give very accurate results for the composite laminates. Such a model for the current problems is considered while comparing with the other approaches available in the literature Approach. In this paper, a C o 8-noded quadrilateral plate element with 13 degrees of freedom per node [15, 16, 17] based on higher order theory [14] is employed to study the static deflection and free vibration analysis of thick/thin sandwich carbon nanotube reinforced functionally graded material plates. The efficacy of the present formulation, for the static analyses subjected to mechanical and thermal loads, and the free vibration study is illustrated through the numerical studies by employing various structural models deduced from the present higher-order accurate theory.
Outline. The paper is organized as follows. The computation of the effective properties of carbon nanotube reinforced composites are discussed in the next section. Section §3 presents the higher order accurate theory to describe the plate kinematics and Section §4 describes the 8-noded quadrilateral plate element employed in this study. The numerical results for the static deflection and the free vibration of thick/thin sandwich carbon nanotube reinforced functionally graded plates are given in Section §5, followed by concluding remarks in the last section.
Theoretical Formulation
Consider a rectangular sandwich plate with co-ordinates x and y along the in-plane directons and z along the thickness direction as shown in Figure 1 . The core-to-facesheet thickness ratio is h H /h f , where, h H is the core thickness and h f is the facesheet thickness. The length, the width and the total thickness of the plate are a, b and h (see Figure 1) . A Cartesian coordinate system is assumed and the origin is located at the corner of the plate on the middle plane. We assume that the CNT reinforced layer is made from a mixture of single walled CNT, graded distribution in the thickness direction and the matrix is assumed to be isotropic. The effective properties of such reinforced structures can be computed by Mori-Tanaka scheme [13] or by the rule of mixtures. In this study, we employ simple rule of mixtures with correction factors to estimate the effective material properties of CNT reinforced matrix. The effective material properties of the CNT reinforced matrix are given by [18] :
where E CN 11 , E CN 22 and G CN 12 are the Young's modulii and the shear modulus of the CNT, respectively and V CN and V m are the volume fraction of the CNT and the matrix, respectively. The volume fractions are related by:
The CNT efficiency parameters (η 1 , η 2 , η 3 ) are introduced to account for the inconsistency in the load transfer between the CNT and the matrix. The values of the efficiency parameters are obtained by matching the elastic modulus of CNT reinforced polymer matrix observed from the MD simulation results with the numerical results obtained from the rule of mixtures.
Three layer sandwich structure. The three layer sandwich structure is made up of a homogeneous core with core thickness h H and two facesheets with thickness h f (see Figure 1) . The facesheets are assumed to be reinforced with CNTs. We assume the volume fraction V CN for the top facesheet as
and for the bottom facesheet as follows
where,
where w CN is the mass fraction of the nanotube, ρ CN and ρ m are the mass densities of carbon nanotube and the matrix, respectively. The thermal expansion coefficient in the longitudinal and transverse directions can be expressed as [18] :
where α CN 11 , α CN 22 and α m are the thermal expansion coefficients for the CNT and the matrix, respectively and ν CN 12 and ν m are the Poisson's ratio.
Figure 1: Coordinate system of a rectangular plate: (a) x and y along the in-plane directions and z along the thickness direction: (b) single layer plate cross section and (c) sandwich plate made up of three layers, where hH is the core thickness and h f is the facesheet thickness. The CNTs are functionally graded in the facesheets.
Higher order accurate theory
The sandwich plate is assumed to be made up of three discrete layers with a homogeneous core. The in-plane displacements u k and v k , and the transverse displacement w k for the k th layer, are assumed as [14, 16] :
The terms with even powers of z in the in-plane displacements and odd powers of z occurring in the expansion for w k correspond to the stretching problem. However, the terms with odd powers of z in the in-plane displacements and the even ones in the expression for w k represent the flexure problem. u o , v o and w o are the displacements of a generic point on the reference surface; θ x and θ y are the rotations of the normal to the reference surface about the y and x axes, respectively; w 1 , β x , β y , Γ, φ x and φ y are the higher-order terms in the Taylor's series expansions, defined at the reference surface. ψ x and ψ y are generalized variables associated with the zigzag function, S k . The zigzag function, S k , as given in [19, 15, 20] , is defined by
where z k is the local transverse coordinate with the origin at the center of the k th layer and h k is the corresponding layer thickness. Thus, the zigzag function is piecewise linear with values of -1 and 1 alternatively at different interfaces. The 'zig-zag' function, as defined above, takes care of the inclusion of the slope discontinuities of u and v at the interfaces of the sandwich plate as observed in the exact three-dimensional elasticity solutions of thick sandwich functionally graded materials. The main advantage of using such formulation is that such a function is more economical than a discrete layer approach [21, 22] . The strains in terms of mid-plane deformation, rotations of normal and higher order terms associated with displacements are:
The vector ε bm includes the bending and membrane terms of the strain components and vector ε s contains the transverse shear strain terms. These strain vectors are defined as:
where
and,
The subscript comma denotes partial derivatives with respect to the spatial coordinate succeeding it. The constitutive relations for an arbitrary layer k can be expressed as:
where Q k is the stiffness coefficient matrix defined as
;
For the homogeneous core, the shear modulus G is related to the Youngs's modulus by: E = 2G(1 + ν). The governing equations of motion are obtained by applying Lagrangian equations of motion given by
where δ i is the vector of degrees of freedom and T is the kinetic energy of the plate given by:
where ρ k is the mass density of the k th layer, h k and h k+1 are the z coordinates corresponding to the bottom and top surfaces of the k th layer. The strain energy function U is given by
where q is the distributed force acting on the top surface of the plate. Substituting Equations (16) and (15) in Equation (14), one obtains the following governing equations for static deflection by neglecting the inertia terms and free vibration of plate.
Free vibration.
where M is the mass matrix, K is the stiffness matrix and f is the external force vector. In the present study, while performing the integration, terms having thickness co-ordinate z are integrated with higher order Gaussian quadrature, because the material properties vary continuously through the thickness. The terms containing x and y are evaluated using full integration with 3×3 Gauss integration rule. The frequencies and mode shapes are obtained from Equation (18) using the standard generalized eigenvalue algorithm.
Element description
In this paper, C o continuous, eight-noded serendipity quadrilateral shear flexible plate element is used. The finite element represented as per the kinematics based on Equation (5) is referred to as HSDT13 with cubic variation. The 13 dofs are:
Five more alternate discrete models are proposed to study the influence of higher-order terms in the displacement functions, whose displacement fields are deduced from the original element by deleting the appropriate degrees of freedom. These alternate models, and the corresponding degrees of freedom are listed in Table 1 
Numerical results and discussion
In this section, we present the static response and the natural frequencies of sandwich plates with homogeneous core and CNT reinforced facesheets using the eight-noded shear flexible quadrilateral element. The effect of plate side-to-thickness ratio, thermal environment, CNT volume fraction on the global response is numerically studied. In this study, only simply supported boundary conditions are considered and are as follows:
where a and b refer to the length and width of the plate, respectively. The transverse shear stresses are evaluated by integrating the three-dimensional equilibrium equations for all types of elements. For the present study, two different core-to-facesheet thickness h H /h f = 2,6 and two thickness ratios a/h (5,10) are considered.
Material properties. For all the numerical studies presented below, unless mentioned otherwise, we employ Poly methyl methacrylate (PMMA) as the matrix in which the CNTs are used as reinforcements. The material properties of which are assumed to be ρ m = 1150 Kg/m 3 , ν m = 0.34, α m = 45(1+0.0005∆T ) × 10 −6 /K and E m = (3.52-0.0034T ) GPa in which T = T o + ∆T and T o = 300K. Single walled CNTs are used as reinforcements and the material properties at different temperatures are given in Table 2 . The following CNT efficiency parameters are used [18] : η 1 = 0.137, η 2 = 1.002 and η 3 = 0.715 for V * CN = 0.12; η 1 = 0.142, η 2 = 1.626 and η 3 = 1.138 for V * CN = 0.17 and η 1 = 0.141, η 2 = 1.585 and η 3 = 1.109 for V * CN = 0.28. For this study, we assume that G 13 = G 12 and G 23 = 1.2 G 12 . For the homogeneous core, we use Ti-6Al-4V Titanium alloy. The properties are: α H = 7.5788(1+6.638×10 −4 T -3.147×10 −6 T 2 )×10 −6 K, Young's modulus, E H = 122.56(1-4.586×10 −4 T ) GPa, Poisson's ratio ν H = 0.29 and mass density ρ H = 4429 Kg/m 3 . 
Static analysis
The static analysis is conducted for carbon nanotube reinforced functionally graded sandwich plate with homogeneous core. The following two types of mechanical loading are considered:
• Mechanical loading where q o and T o are the amplitude of the mechanical load and the thermal load, respectively. The physical quantities are nondimensionalized by relations, unless stated otherwise:
for the applied mechanical load and by
for the applied thermal load, where the E H , α H are the Young's modulus and the co-efficient of thermal expansion corresponding to the homogeneous core, evaluated at T o = 300K and S = a/h. Before proceeding to the detailed analysis of the static response of the sandwich plate for the applied mechanical load, the present formulation is validated against available solutions in the literature. In this case, only one layer is considered. The CNTs are either uniformly distributed or functionally graded along the thickness direction, given by:
The effective material properties, viz., Young's modulus, Poisson's ratio and the mass density are estimated from Equation (1) . The effect of type of CNT volume fraction distribution is also considered. PmPV [8] is considered as the matrix with material properties: E m = 2.1 GPa at room temperature (300K), ν m = 0.34. The SWCNTs are chosen as the reinforcements and the material properties for the SWCNT are taken from [8] and given in Table  2 . The CNT efficiency parameters η j are determined according to the effective properties of CNTRCs available by matrching the Young's moduli E 1 and E 2 with the counterparts computed by rule of mixtures. In this study, the efficiency parameters are: η 1 = 0.149 and η 2 = 0.934 for the case of V * CN = 0.11; η 1 = 0.150 and η 2 = 0.941 for the case of V * CN = 0.14 and η 1 = 0.149 and η 2 = 1.381 for the case of V * CN = 0.17. It is assumed that η 2 = η 3 for this study. Tables 3 -4 present the convergence of the maximum center deflection with decreasing mesh size for a simply supported square plate subjected to uniformly distributed load with a/h = 20 employing the first-(FSDT5) & higher order (HSDT11B) and with a/h = 5 employing the higher-order (HSDT13) structural models. The results of the first-order shear deformation theory (FSDT5) employed here is compared with the available results from the literature [8] . It can be seen that the results from the present formulation are in excellent agreement with the results in the literature and that a 8 × 8 mesh is found to be adequate to model the full plate, viz., sandwich plate or single layer for the present analysis. The influence of the CNT volume fraction distribution is also studied. It Table 4 : Convergence of maximum center deflection wc = −wo/h×10 −2 with mesh size for a simply supported square sandwich plate subjected to sinusoidally distributed mechanical load with a/h = 5.
Mesh
h H /h f = 2 is seen that the plate with CNT reinforced in FG-V has the maximum center deflection and the plate with FG-X type of reinforcement has the minimum center deflection. Next the numerical study is carried out to study the influence of the plate thickness a/h, the core-to-facesheet thickness h H /h f and the CNT volume fraction V * CN on the deflection and the stresses for a plate with sinusoidal loading. Numerical results are tabulated in Tables 5 and 6 for an applied sinusoidal mechanical load and in Tables 7 and 8 for an applied thermal load. It is inferred from these Tables that with increasing the CNT volume fraction V * CN , the non-dimensionalized displacement decreases whereas the change in the non-dimensionalized stresses however depends on the thickness ratio. Furthermore, the non-dimensionalized displacements and the non-dimensionalized stresses decrease in general with increasing core thickness. This can be attributed to the change in the flexural stiffness due to increase in the core thickness and the addition of CNTs to the facesheets. It can be also noted that the non-dimensionalized displacements and the non-dimensionalized stresses predicted at the neutral surface using HSDT13, HSDT11A and HSDT11B are different from those of HSDT9, TSDT7 and FSDT5. However, the latter models cannot predict the through thickness stretching effects in the displacements and the stresses.
Through thickness variation of displacements and stresses for h H /h f = 2 with a/h = 5 and a/b = 1 is demonstrated considering two locations in the sandwich plate in Figures 2 and 3 for different structural models employed in the present investigation for mechanical and thermal load cases, respectively. A significant difference in the through thickness non-dimensionalized displacements and non-dimensionalized stresses can be seen while adopting different plate theories as noticed in Figures 2 and 3 . The main difference among the higher-order theories is in accounting for the slope discontinuity in the in-plane displacements through the thickness whereas it is the inclusion of variation up to cubic term in the in-plane displacements among the lower-order theories. The influence of including the zig-zag function is clearly seen (HSDT13, HSDT11A) as there is a significant change in the material properties through the thickness. However, the shear stress variation predicted adopting HSDT11A and HSDT11B matches with some regions in the thickness direction in comparison with those of HSDT13. It can be concluded that the performance of the structural model with the inclusion of zig-zag function is overall comparable with those of the higher-order model HSDT13 for the mechanical response of the sandwich structures. Similar experimentation of these types of theories for an applied thermal load is presented in Figure 3 . The behaviour of HSDT11A and HSDT11B for thermal response is somewhat similar to those of mechanical case. However, it may be opined that the prediction of shear stresses by the structural model with the presence of linear/quadratic terms in the transverse response is overall very close to those of the higher-order model HSDT13 for the thermal response of the sandwich structures.
Free flexural vibrations
Next, the free vibration characteristics of sandwich plate is numerically studied. In all cases, we present the non-dimensionalized free flexural frequency defined as: Deflections and stresses for a simply supported square sandwich plates with homogeneous core and CNT reinforced facesheets subjected to sinusoidally distributed load (mechanical load) with a/h = 5 and 10. The volume fraction of the CNT, V * CN = 0.17 is assumed to functionally graded. The displacements and stresses are reported for the following locations: u = u(0, b/2, h/2), w = w(a/2, b/2, h/2), σxx = σxx(a/2, a/2, h/2) and σxz = σxz(0, b/2, 0). Table 6 : Deflections and stresses for a simply supported square sandwich plates with homogeneous core and CNT reinforced facesheets subjected to sinusoidally distributed load (mechanical load) with a/h = 5 and 10. The volume fraction of the CNT, V * CN = 0.28 is assumed to functionally graded. The displacements and stresses are reported for the following locations: u = u(0, b/2, h/2), w = w(a/2, b/2, h/2), σxx = σxx(a/2, a/2, h/2) and σxz = σxz(0, b/2, 0). Table 7 : Deflections and stresses for a simply supported square sandwich plates with homogeneous core and CNT reinforced face-sheets subjected to sinusoidally distributed load (thermal load) with a/h = 5 and 10. The volume fraction of the CNT, V * CN = 0.17 is assumed to functionally graded. The displacements and stresses are reported for the following locations: u = u(0, b/2, h/2), w = w(a/2, b/2, h/2), σxx = σxx(a/2, a/2, h/2) and σxz = σxz(0, b/2, −h/6). where ω is the natural frequency, ρ H , E H are the mass density and the Young's modulus of the homogeneous core evaluated at T o = 300K. Before proceeding with a detailed numerical study on the effect of CNT volume fraction, temperature effects, the core thickness and the plate thickness on the fundamental frequency, the formulation developed herein is validated against available results in the literature [18] , which is based on the first order shear deformation theory. Table 9 presents the non-dimensionalized frequency of sandwich plates with CNT reinforced facesheets in thermal environment based on various plate theories. For this study, a 8×8 structures Q8 mesh was found to be adequate to model the entire plate. It is seen that the results from the present formulation are in very good agreement with the results available in the literature [18] . The effect of volume fraction of the CNTs, V * CN and core-to-facesheet thickness ratio is also shown. With increasing temperature, the non-dimensionalized frequency decreases, whilst it increases with increasing volume fraction and core-to-facesheet thickness as expected. Next, the influence of the plate side-to-thickness ratio, a/h, the volume fraction of the CNTs V * CN , the CNT distribution, the core-to-facesheet thickness ratio h H /h f and the temperature on the fundamental frequency is numerically studied by employing various plate theories. The results are tabulated in Table 10 . It can be opined from Table 10 that the performance of higher-order theories, HSDT13 and HSDT11A are comparable as demonstrated in static bending case. The CNTs are reinforced functionally graded through the thickness according to Equations (2) - (3). It can be seen that the non-dimensionalized frequency (Ω) of the plate increases with decrease in the plate thickness, whilst increases with increasing CNT volume fraction and the core-to-facesheet thickness. This can be attributed to the local flexibility due to decreasing plate thickness and increasing the homogeneous core thickness. The influence of the temperature and the type of CNT distribution, viz, UD/FGX on the non-dimensionalized frequency for a square plate with a/h = 5 is shown in Table 11 . For all the plate theories considered in this study, it is seen that the non-dimenisonalized frequency increases with the increase in the homogeneous core thickness and decreases with increasing temperature. It can be observed from Table  11 that for a/h = 10, the non-dimesninoalized frequency increases when the CNT distribution is changed from UD to FGX, irrespective of the structural model employed. However, for a/h = 5, structural models HSDT11B, HSDT9, TSDT7, FSDT5 predicts increasing fundamental frequency when changing the CNT distribution from UD to FGX, whilst HSDT13 and HSDT11A predicts decrease in the frequency. Figures 4 -5 show the relative displacements through the thickness of the sandwich plate for the first six modes using HSDT13. The plate is square simply supported with h H /h f = 2 and a/h = 5. The displacements (u, v, w) are plotted along the lines (a/2, b/2, z) and (3a/4, 3b/4, z) , where h/2 ≤ z ≤ h/2. It can be seen from the flexural modes in Figures 4 -5 where the transverse displacement w is not uniform at the chosen locations exhibit the existence of normal stresses in the thickness direction. In flexural modes 2 -5 shown in Figure 4 , the deflected shape retains the thickness at (a/2, b/2, z) whereas the thickness of the plate is compressed at the other location, i.e., at (3a/4, 3b/4, z) as seen by the modes 1, 2 & 5 in Figure 5 . It can be also viewed that the variation of in-plane displacement, in general, is linear or nonlinear, irrespective of the types of modes. Furthermore, there may be a possibility of occurring of extensional mode at some locations. In general, it may be opined that the types of modes in the thickness direction depend on the location in the given sandwich structures.
Temperature Theory
h H /h f = 4 h H /h f = 6 V * CN = 0.12 V * CN = 0.17 V * CN = 0.28 V * CN = 0.12 V * CN = 0.17 V * CN = 0
Conclusions
The static and dynamic responses of sandwich plates with CNT reinforced facesheets are studied considering various parameters such as the sandwich type, temperature effects, the thickness ratio and the volume fraction of the CNT. Different plate models are employed in predicting the global structural behaviour and their through thickness variations in the sandwich plate. From a detailed parametric investigation on the effectiveness of higherorder models (HSDT13, HSDT11A and HSDT11B) over the other theories, neglecting the stretching terms in transverse displacement function, the following observations can be made:
• HSDT11A and HSDT11B, to some extent predict the global response of stuctures, irrespective of the type of load, viz., mechanical or thermal. However, there is a variation in evaluating the shear stress through the thickness of the sandwich plates.
• HSDT13 is capable of evaluating the displacements and stresses accurately for the global as well as the local response characteristics of the structure.
• The performance of the higher-order model, HSDT13 for the thick plate is significantly different over other lower theories considering in the present analysis.
• In-plane stress variation is nonlinear and has discontinuity at the layer interface.
• Increase in the volume fraction of CNT distribution in the facesheet, in general, decreases the deflection.
• The effect of temperature variation affects the stress distribution noticeable in comparison with those of the mechanical load.
• The variation in numerically computed natural frequencies through different plate theories is significant.
• For thick plate, change in the CNT distribution from UD to FGX, the higher order structural models, viz., HSDT13 and HSDT11A predicts decrease in the non-dimensionalized frequency compared to other structural models.
• The occurrence of type of flexural/extensional modes in the thickness direction depends on the location of the structures.
• The exhibition of normal stress in the thickness direction through mode shape can be demonstrated.
